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From the File pull down
menu you may select to print
the callout you are currently
translating. This printout can
then accompany the drawing
for further clarification.

Tool Bar
Print

Select the screen to be
displayed on your screen.

Search for help on
technical terms or
access the Online
Manual.

Move to a new part
number or the next
callout.

Well there you have it. The combinations of symbols and resulting
translations are virtually endless. Use your Geo-Ease® II software
whenever you are uncertain of the meaning of engineering drawings.
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Converting Dimensions and Tolerances

Welcome:

When you want to convert dimensions and tolerances without
building a geometric callout, from the MAIN MENU, select

Congratulations on purchasing Geo-Ease® II software. Now you can
learn or refresh your knowledge of Geometric Dimensioning and
Tolerancing (GD&T) as you need it.
What Geo-Ease® II will do for you:

On this page, once you choose the original units and type of
dimension and tolerance to convert, you may enter values which
will be correctly converted once you hit the Enter key.

Why try to interpret the drawing when you can find out what it
means in accordance with the National Standard on GD&T (Y14.5)?
Illustrated Help screens to explain unfamiliar terms are a mouse click
away. So is converting between millimeter and inch dimensions and
tolerances. Ever wonder if a GD&T callout is correct? Geo-Ease II®
is a spelling and grammar checker for mechanical drawings. The
program will not let you build an incorrect geometric callout. All you do
is indicate which revision of the Y14.5 standard you wish to follow.
Evaluating inspection results is a breeze with the built-in inspection tool.

Getting Started
Installation Instructions:
On this page, once you choose the original units and type of
dimension and tolerance to convert, you may enter values which
will be correctly converted once you hit the Enter key.

Insert the CD. If your autorun setting is allowed, the setup file will
automatically open. Follow the instructions on the screen.

mm/in Button

IF AUTORUN DOES NOT RUN:

In addition to the Conversion page you will find a mm/in button on
several of the pages. At any time you may toggle between millimeters and inches by selecting

. At times the con-

verted value may not be what you expect. The standards state that
a tolerance cannot be increased as a result of converting and
rounding. Therefore, a converted tolerance must be equal to or
less than the original tolerance. For a detailed explanation of how
conversions are performed, select Show Conversion from the View
pull-down menu.
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1) From the start menu choose Run.
2) Type d:\setup.exe (substitute the letter in for d that corresponds to
your CD ROM drive).
3) Click OK.
4) Follow instructions on the screen.
Once installed, you will need to activate the software before running.
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Activating the Software Automatically:

Symbol Help

1) Your computer must have access to the Internet to use this feature.
2) From the start menu choose Programs....Geo-Ease......Actman.exe.

You can use

from the Main Menu screen to

instantly get help with most symbols found on a drawing.

3) Once in Actman click the Activate button.
4) Enter the product code provided on the front of the CD.
5) The software will automatically activate and you are ready to start.
Activating the Software Manually:
1) From the start menu choose Programs...Geo-Ease....Actman.exe.
2) Once in Actman uncheck the Automatic button at the bottom of the
screen.
3) Click the Activate button.
4) Actman will provide you with a user code.
5) You may use a computer with Internet access or call 888-8323273 for this step.
a) From a computer with Internet access: From your Internet
browser type http://www.w3admiral.com/tecease. Click on the
activate software button. Enter your product code and your user
code provided by the Actman software. You will be given an
activation code. WRITE IT DOWN and save it for future reference.
b) If you do not have access to the Internet, call 888-tec-ease
or 716-785-6015. You will need both your user code and product
code. We will give you an activation code.

Try selecting any of the symbols pointed out by the red arrows on
the Sample Drawing.

Help Pages

6) Enter the activation code into the window provided in Actman and
you are ready to start.

Two styles of Help page are available, pop up and full page.

Starting Software:

Pop up pages provide a definition of the symbol or Hotword
selected. Pop up pages do not link to other pages. Once you have
reviewed a Pop up page, clicking anywhere on your screen will
remove the page. All Pop up pages have a pale yellow background.

1)
2)

From the Start menu choose Programs.
Choose Geo-Ease.

Uninstalling Software:
To uninstall software you MUST first deactivate using Actman.

2

Full page Help windows contain hotwords and/or buttons that link
to additional Help pages. A full page Help window will remain on
your screen until you close that window.
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Tolerance Chart

Using Geo-Ease® II software

For the geometric tolerances that are allowed to use the MMC or
LMC modifier, once you enter a size dimension tolerance, you can
view a tolerance chart. You may enter any value between the
upper and lower limits of size and the geometric tolerance will
appear.

Pull out a drawing, or print, or bring up a CAD file in a separate
window on your computer. Open Geo-Ease® II and click to the Menu
screen. If you do not have a drawing handy, use the one supplied.
4
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Main Menu

Inspection Page
If you are inspecting the part, you may select the inspection button
on the position screen to automatically evaluate X and Y deviations from the BASIC position.

If you are inspecting several parts or multiple features in a pattern,
select New Feature to enter new inspection results. For more
information on using the inspection screen, see Inspection in the
Position Help page.
Select Translate a Callout to “build” geometric callouts for translation, unit conversion,
tolerance calculations and help with inspection.
Symbol Help takes you to a page containing all
of the symbols which you may select for
immediate Help.
Convert any Dimension allows you to enter
dimensions in either millimeters or inches for
immediate conversion.
Online Help takes you to an index of Help
topics related to using the software.

We recommend you start here. This tutorial
will teach you how to use the Geo-Ease II®
software.

Composite Tolerances
Depending on the revision of
the Standard, position,
profile, flatness and
straightness may be specified
as composite tolerances.
In the symbol compartment
you can choose a multiple
segment symbol.
When building a composite geometric
callout, you will have to select the segment
you want to edit.

Choose Exit Software when you’ve finished.
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Enter Size Dimension and Tolerance

Translating Geometric Tolerances

Select the type of tolerance expression used, indicate if the feature
being controlled is internal or external and if it is a cylindrical
feature (hole, boss, shaft, etc.). Enter the size and tolerance or
limits as appropriate and select OK. Geo-Ease® II will use this information to clarify the translation.

The most powerful feature of Geo-Ease® II is its ability to translate
geometric callouts into understandable English. Once you have
built a geometric callout, you may select from the hotwords in the
translation for instant Help pages. You may also view a tolerance
chart and, in the case of position, an inspection page used to
evaluate inspection results.
From the Main Menu select
for translation of geometric tolerances.

Set Up for Translation Page
First, you will be asked to provide some information on the Set-Up
page. Usually the information you need will be found in the title
block of the drawing. For HELP with the input boxes, click on any
of the green titles.

Hotwords
By toggling the Hotwords On, any technical terms with Help pages
will appear as green in the translation. Picking one of these words
with the mouse will take you to a Help page. Selecting the geometric tolerance will allow you to view illustrations of a sample
tolerance zone and inspection.

When you have finished, select
tion Screen.
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to proceed to the Transla5

Build and Translate a Feature Control Frame

Build and Translate a Feature Control Frame
(continued)

From the Build and Translate a Feature Control Frame screen,
choose a symbol you wish to translate.

Using the mouse and keyboard, build a geometric callout as it
appears on the drawing. As you click on a symbol, it flies to the
geometric callout and the translation is updated. Click on a symbol in
the geometric callout and it flies back. Select a symbol that cannot
coexist with another symbol in the geometric callout and the symbols
will swap positions. Experiment with adding and deleting symbols from
the callout. Include the size when appropriate by selecting

.

From the Sample drawing, try selecting the position symbol.
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